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january_ New year celebrations.

february_ Valentines Day.

march_ Art + craft Market.

may_ Birmingham Film Festival.

june_ JQA Breakfast Meeting.

july_ Birmingham Jazz Festival.

august_ 2012 Olympics.

september_ BIAD End of Year Show.

october_ Jam House Concert.

november_ Christmas lights switch-on.

december_ Three-legged Santa race.

BJA/School of Jewellery mid-year display. JQ Neighbourhood Forum 
New Year Social. JQA Executive Meeting. JQA Breakfast. Snowman 
competition. 

International Craft and Hobby Fair. JQ Enterprise & SMEs Skills Share. 
Police Community Self Help Meeting.

‘Silver with a pinch of Salt’ (in partnership with Goldsmiths’ Hall) Spring Fair 
Birmingham. (in partnership with NEC) International Review. Mothers Day. 
Farmers Market.

RBSA ‘Open’. British Craft Trade Fair. Easter at the Jewellery Quarter. JQA 
Executive Meeting - and quarterlymtg. JQA Breakfast mtg. Arts Council 
England Funding Roadshow.

Midwest GoldMine Forum (in partnership with RBC Chicago). Birmingham 
Pride Festival and Parade. Film: Jewellery in Transition (China National 
Tourist Of! ce). 

BJA/School of Jewellery Prize Giving Ceremony. Arts Council England 
Funding Roadshow. British Silver Week. 

JQA Outdoor Breakfast. Storytelling Cafe - Every Thursday Evening Arts 
Council England Artist Teacher Scheme. JQA Executive Meeting - and 
quarterly mtg. 2014 World Cup.

Storytelling Cafe - Every Thursday Evening Arts Council England Artist 
Teacher Scheme. Art & Craft Collectibles and Hobbies. Police Community 
Self Help Meeting.

‘Day of Knowledge’ with Birmingham Readers’ and Writers’ Festival 
Artsfest. JQA 20th A.G.M..MM Live (Conference & Exhibition). Film: Lady 
Letmere’s Jewellery. CBSO Concert.

Cemeteries’ Group Guided Walk. Gems of Sri Lanka. Halloween event 
(with Reed Gold Mine, North Carolina). Film: ‘An Insight into the Mind of the 
Modern Artist-Jeweller’.

‘Colour & Gems’ Display & Forum. Remembrance Day. JQ Walk - 
Diamonds are forever!. Kundan Jewellery from India Event and Film. 
Brilliantly Birmingham events.

Jewellers’ Christmas Fair & Markets. Police Community Self Help Meeting - 
and quarterly mtg. 

april_ The Royal Birmingham Society of Artists gallery event
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the jewellery quarter through time (14the jewellery quarter through time (14thth-21-21thth century) century)
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edge (steps/tapered steps)
Platanus x acerifolia ‘Pyramidalis’
Stipa tenuissima 

Gleditsia triancanthos Skyline
Pyrus calleryana Chanticleer
Malus Golden Russet
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proposed highway alignment

existing highway alignment

tracking of bus movement
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concept narrative
On the world stage, exposed seams orientate JQ2 towards the district’s traditional 
material sources (particularly places in the USA, Australia and South Africa) and 
trading partners at the four corners of the world.  These highly re" ective alignments 
shape the available space, manage the topography, and accommodate seating, 
lighting and fountains.

Suggested by the earlier street pattern, the new square is subdivided into three key 
spaces – the plaza, the orchard and the promenade.  Taken together, these three 
spaces provide an essential place in the ‘daily round’ for existing and emerging 
local communities.

The plaza is a fully programmable events space, kitted out to support formal 
and informal activities, a place of business and participation, a place where “the 
mysteries of the trade become no mysteries, they are as it were in the air” [A. 
Marshall: ‘Principles of Economics’, 1890].  The orchard, a reintroduction of garden 
space forfeited for additional workshop accommodation during boom times, is 
a place to capture a perfect moment, an opportunity to ‘step out’ and relax.  The 
promenade wrapping the Big Peg to the south and the west is a threshold space, 
supporting the active ground " oor frontage of cafes and retail, a vantage point 
from which to watch the plaza activities and the projection screen, and an extension 
to the plaza for larger events.

The elevated canopy entrance along the earlier building line, and paced against the 
earlier building widths, strengthens the context for the Rose Villa Tavern, contains 
the interactive information point and smaller scale showcasing.  The grilles expose 
the Bunter sandstone that led to ! ne metal working in the area, and symbolically 
catch the gold dust from the visitors’ shoes – a reminder of the grilles that used to 
sit outside the local workshops to collect gold dust from the shoes of the workers 
as they set off for home at the end of the working day.

The canopy is punctured by the strapline ‘through art and artisan, by hammer and 
hand’, the lettering revealing itself in the canopy shadow on the plaza " oor and on 
visitors’ bodies as they enter the new square from the south.  A physical immersion 
in what makes the Jewellery Quarter so unique, and a ‘call to arms’ to its future 
renaissance.
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gold, silver, diamond, and ruby seams aligned with 
the JQ’s historical material sources

suspended catenary lighting system

ramp and stepped access to jewellers shops

upper promenade along the big peg and warstone 
mews with access to shops, cafes and bars

feature paving (blue clay pavers) to heart of the 
square extending over the highway

grey granite pavers to the secondary spaces and 
movement routes

cafe/bar spill out space

stepped terrace framing the event space

stepped seating to the surrounds of the
Chamberlain Clock 

reorganised parking to Tesco’s

timber-top seating to the stepped terraceseating and tree planting; improving the quality 
and setting of the Chamberlain Clock

grille threshold; collecting gold dust on entering 
the square

eco-channels planted with grasses; surface 
rainwater collected from the square and big peg 
allowed to soak away

ramped access to upper promenade

animated foaming water jets; which when turned off 
can open up the square for markets and events

projection screen and location for performance 
stage

terraced grass lawns and orchard treesbus stop relocated 5m along warstone lane to 
prevent traf! c backing up to the roundabout

sections of brass rod inserted within brick pavers 
representing gold dust spilling out of the square

canopy ! xed to the big peg; uplit to encourage 
night time / year round use

of" ine on-street car parking

speed table with shared surface

shade/shelter canopy framing the edge of the 
square. home to the digital information panels, 
public notice boards, and showcase boxes

14th century precious metals worked in the 
area
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1660 King Charles II introduced fancy buttons 
and shoe buckles to Britain from France

2000 the three conservation areas were 
merged to form the new Jewellery Quarter 
Conservation Area

2009 recession halts the construction of a 
number of new residential schemes in the 
Quarter
2009 the Jewellery Quarter employs about 
4,000 people in the jewellery and related 
metal trades and is still a major centre for gold 
jewellery production in Britain

1938 during World War II, the Quarter 
again turned to munitions and this led to 
the Jewellery Quarter becoming a target of 
bombing raids by the Luftwaffe 

Postwar the industry has continued to 
decline as a result of lack of demand and 
foreign competition
1950’s – 60’s some of the larger ! rms moved 
to new sites in the city

1965 the City Council drew up 
redevelopment plans for the Quarter
1965 8,000 people were employed in the 
Quarter

1970’s the historical importance of the 
Jewellery Quarter was recognised by 
Birmingham City Council and English Heritage
1971 St Paul’s Square Conservation Area was 
created
1971 the " atted factory, known as the Hockley 
Centre (now the Big Peg), was constructed 

1978 the workshops and decked car 
park was constructed. Further large scale 
redevelopment plans were scrapped 

1985 8,000 people were employed in the 
Quarter
1980’s regeneration initiatives and 
environmental improvements carried out. The 
! rst new housing for over a century was built

1998 over 25% of the industrial 
establishments were vacant and only 3% of 
the area was occupied by families
1998 the Jewellery Quarter Urban Village 
Framework Plan was adopted to use mixed-
use development to promote regeneration in 
the area and establish a community

1943 many buildings in the Quarter were 
considered inappropriate for use and the 
recovery after the war was hindered by the 
lack of space  

1918 demand plummeted and the jewellers 
also witnessed a change in fashion in society

1920 Post war boom 
1920’s some companies constructed large 
factories as they tried to diversify their 
businesses
1921 the Quarter is hard hit by the Great 
Depression

1914 ! nancial ruin for many ! rms who were 
not able to obtain government war work in 
the munitions sector
1914 throughout World War I demand 
for military buttons, badges and medals 
increased

1910 King Edward II died and the subsequent 
coronation boosted orders for jewellery, 
commemorative medals and other 
memorabilia
1900’s the Quarter continued to expand and 
now employed over 50,000 people

1700’s Birmingham became famous for toy 
making, pin, button, and pen nib manufacture 

1746 landowner, Ann Colmore rearranged 
the New Hall Estate and granted leases to cre-
ate the Jewellery Quarter

1750-1770’s the Jewellery Quarter became 
a wealthy residential area consisting of 
upmarket Georgian houses

1773 Birmingham Assay Of! ce established 
after campaigning by Matthew Boulton 1800 Jewellery trade employed 400 people

1806 silver guard chain production became 
popular

1825 industries in the Jewellery Quarter were 
close to extinction

1837 Queen Victoria coronated and her love 
of jewellery saved the industry
1837 William Elliot patented a method of 
manufacturing cloth-covered buttons

1845 jewellery representatives travelled 
to Buckingham Palace to persuade Queen 
Victoria to wear British made jewellery
1850 half of the gold and silverware products 
on sale in London jewellery shops had been 
produced in Birmingham. The JQ supplied 
jewellery throughout the commonwealth

1750’s sand from the sandpits located on 
Hockley Hill were used for moulds in the local 
metal casting industry

1769 Birmingham Canal completed. Roads 
into the Quarter are improved

1780 the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal 
was completed providing a better form of 
transportation for goods and the delivery of 
materials to the area

1800’s shoe laces become fashionable, 
replacing trend for shoe buckles, which led 
to the diversi! cation of the manufacturing 
industries

1830’s - 1840’s land prices soared. 
Consequently, houses became workshops 
and as space became more dif! cult ‘shopping 
‘took place, this was where workshops were 
constructed in gardens

1840 The Birmingham and Staffordshire Gas 
Light Company supplied piped gas to the JQ
1840 Elkington’s Works discovered 
the effective and reliable method of 
electroplating

1861 over 7,000 people were engaged in the 
jewellery trade

1883 2.6 million articles sent to the 
Birmingham Assay Of! ce for assaying
Mid-1880’s nationwide depression led to 
a downturn in business and widespread 
unemployment

1886 newly developed gas engines were 
introduced by the larger manufactures
1887 Jewellery Quarter begins to suffer from 
competition from abroad. The Birmingham 
Jewellers’ and Silversmiths’ Association, is 
formed by Joseph Chamberlain to boost 
trade and recovery

1890 School of Jewellery and Silversmithing 
was established
1892 Prince Consort died and Jewellery 
again became unpopular

1800’s new branches of the trade such as 
watch case making, insignia and mayoral 
chains were introduced
1800’s gold rushes in USA and Australia led 
to an increase in the supply and demand for 
jewellery. The trade bene! ted greatly from the 
declining price of raw gold

2020 JQ becomes a vibrant community, 
employing 4,000 people in the Jewellery 
trade, and a further 5,000 in related creative 
industries. The Quarter has a residential 
population of 10,000 people.

2011 the Golden Square is completed 
heightening the image of the area, bringing 
new investment, invigorating the creative 
industries, and strengthening the residential 
sense of community
2012 Golden Square hosts events during the 
London Olympics


